
SAAM 
CHENIN BLANC 2021

Background:
Capturing the spirit of togetherness, collaboration and optimism for the future, 
SAAM perfectly describes the heart of our winemaking process to create an 
exemplar ethical wine. Made to celebrate the memorable moments shared 
together, this wine pairs perfectly with remarkable people, place and causes.
 
By enjoying this wine you complete the circle. Do feel good about yourself! Your 
purchase has ensured that our vineyard workers and their families benefit from 
community projects and our producers remain sustainable. Thank you! 

The Vineyards:
The grapes are harvested from 36-year-old bush vine vineyards in the Paarl 
area. The soils are deep and strong in structure. No irrigation is used in this 
vineyard block, only relying on winter rainfall.

The Winemaking:
The grapes were harvested in mid-February at a minimum of 23° Balling in the 
early morning when it is still cool. After the grapes are de-stemmed, skin 
contact is given for two hours and the juice is extracted. Only free run juice is 
used and great care is taken that the juice is clear before fermentation starts to 
ensure the pure, concentrated fruitiness grapes are infused into the wines.

Tasting Note: 
Pear, peach and tropical notes are all prominent on a very generous nose. 
The palate is rich, but still fresh with hints of citrus and litchi.

Food Pairing:
This wine will pair well with most fish or poultry and is an ideal match for spicy 
curries. Best served chilled.

Maturation Potential:
Ready to be enjoyed now with the potential to age further for five years.

Suitability for Vegetarians or Vegans:
None.
 

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS: 
Alcohol:    13.32
Residual sugar:   2.4
Total acidity:   5.4
pH:     3.47

WINEMAKER: ALBERTUS LOUW | CULTIVAR 100% CHENIN BLANC | APPELLATION: COASTAL
TEL: +27 (0) 21 869 8244 | EMAIL: INFO@PERDEBERG.CO.ZA

SAAM means “together” in Afrikaans, a 
language of Southern Africa. It defines 
the qualities which unite to create this 
beautiful range.


